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Sufficient for detection of  
MZAMS>10 M⊙ stars at z>1
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Welch et al. (2022, Nature 603, 815)



Earendel
(≈ eorendel, earendil), old English for “Rising Star”



”I give you the light of Earendil, our most beloved star.
May it be a light for you in dark places, when all other lights go out.”











Earendel: Properties





Quyllur

Quyllur: Betelgeuse-like star 
10.7 billion years ago (z2.2)

Diego+23



Two lensed stars 12.5 billion 

years ago (redshift z4.8)

Meena+23





Pop III star formation rate density (z)

Rough Pop III

detection limit



Pop III stellar initial mass function

dN/dlogM = constant

MZAMS =  1-500 M⊙

Tumlinson+06, 
Mc=60 M⊙, =1

Tumlinson+06, 
Mc=10 M⊙, =1

Salpeter, 1-500 M⊙



Pop III evolution across the HR diagram

Windhorst+18



Pop III evolution across the HR diagram

Volpato+23



Pop III stars at log(L/L⊙)=6.3 (100-200 M⊙), 

magnified by =104



Absorbed by 

intergalactic 

medium



Required magnification drops by factor of  >10 at low Teff→

>100 times more likely; offsets timescale argument



Pop III detection probability per cluster field

Liu+20 SFRD(z) and 28.5 AB mag NIRCam limit assumed

O(ish)K detection prospects

Only the most massive
Pop III stars (M≥300 M⊙)

are detectable at z>6



Pop III detection probability per cluster field

No Pop III stars at 

M>120 M⊙ or at 

Teff<15000 K →

Hopeless… 

Liu+20 SFRD(z) and 28.5 AB mag NIRCam limit assumed



Characterizing lensed stars with JWST

Teff from photometry –

easier for cool stars 

than hot stars



26 AB mag, 30000 K star at z=6

after 100 h(!) of  R~1000 spectroscopy

Metallicity of  lensed stars from 
spectroscopy with JWST
Crazy-hard to even get Z<0.1Z⊙ limits on metallicity

This is ELT territory! 



Pop III community input needed!

•What top-heavy IMFs can we already rule out?

•Stellar atmosphere spectra of  evolved Pop III 
stars with surface pollution

•Stellar atmosphere spectra for rotating Pop III 
stars (with decretion disks?)

•Predictions on Pop III binary evolution

•HII-region evolution for late-forming Pop III stars


